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Are you taller or shorter than a male chimpanzee? Is
there anyone in your group/class who is the same
height as a chimpanzee? 

The male chimpanzee weighs 49 kilograms. Is that
heavier or lighter than you? 
Is there anyone in your group/class who weighs the
same as the chimpanzee? 

List those who help a baby chimpanzee to learn. List
all the people who help you to learn. Is your list
longer than the baby chimpanzee’s?

According to the diagram on page 18, which are the
three primates that climb higher in the forest than the
chimpanzee? Why do you think they can do this?

Chimpanzees have short fingers and long toes. Why? Humans have long fingers and short
toes. Why?

Try to get some X-rays of human hands and shoulder bones. See if you can draw the bone
shapes. Does your picture look like the X-ray?

Write about the tools that chimpanzees use when they hunt for food. What are some of the
tools that humans use to hunt for food?

What do male chimpanzees do to show they are powerful? If a person did these same things,
what might it mean?

Look at the expressions in the pictures on page 46. Draw your own expression for these
emotions. How do your expressions differ from the chimpanzee’s?

How do you show friendship to others? Which ways match those of the chimpanzee?

Read the story and/or watch a video about Tarzan. Could this be a true story? Why?

Find out about the chimpanzees and other monkeys that were sent into space. Why were they
sent and what happened to them afterwards?

The bird on page 20 is an African grey parrot. It is supposed to be very smart. Find out about
this parrot and what it can learn to do.
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